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Message from the Guest Editors

Wetlands is an important component of the surface earth
system. Their function through strong interactions
between hydrology and ecology, and thus are central
environments for ecohydrological research. With rapid
economic and social development and global climate
change, the pressure on the environmental status and
ecological security of the wetlands is increasing. To
comprehensively understand the environment conditions
of the watershed ecosystem, we set this issue to raise
concerns and update significant changes, knowledge, and
technologies relevant to monitoring, integration,
evaluation and restoration of the contaminated wetlands,
which will provide a scientific basis for the criterion and
restriction of human activities, raising community
awareness of the environment and enhancing the
implementation of regional sustainable development
strategies and policies and measures.
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Editor-in-Chief

Prof. Dr. Marc A. Rosen
Faculty of Engineering and
Applied Science, University of
Ontario Institute of Technology,
Oshawa, ON L1G 0C5, Canada

Message from the Editor-in-Chief

I encourage you to contribute a research or comprehensive
review article for consideration for publication in
Sustainability, an international Open Access journal which
provides an advanced forum for research findings in areas
related to sustainability and sustainable
development. Sustainability publishes original research
articles, review articles and communications. I am
confident you will find the journal contributes to
enhancing understanding of sustainability and fostering
initiatives and applications of sustainability-based
measures and activities.
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